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Dear Farhad & all Juniors,
Greetings from Senior MBA,
First of all, i apologies for the inconvenience caused which resulted to create an
environment that some of us were pushed to disrespect each other. We believe, if we come
together and discuss this matter then it will help and guarantee the inclusion among us. In addition,
the ultimate objective is to improve the quality of education. It is not about me and you, it is about
us. We have heard that Dr. Patrick is going to disbanded from MBA administration. Our benefits as a
students come first. Therefore, i am providing the following solution just to make sure we all are on
the right track:
The Management decision is respected but the changes shouldn't impact us. I have paid almost 1
million Afghani till now for the MBA program and i am sure, everyone did the cost & benefit analysis
while getting admission in MBA. (excluded scholarship scheme for females). We even appreciate the
attention of Management towards providing opportunity for quality education but as a students, we
have to make sure the following things:
1. We (Seniors are 1 month far from graduation, we don't want to have any further delay in our
graduation). Ministry of Finance are suffering since 3 & half years.
2. We have capstone project which is under guidance of Dr. Patrick, if he leaves MBA then who will
look after it?
3. You (Juniors are going to be seniors in next semester, most of the subjects are taught by Dr.
Patrick. (Managerial Economic, corporate finance, QMB, Advance QMB, operation Mgt, strategic
Management and capstone) Who will be the replacement? it shouldn't disturb your study and stay 1
more year.
4. For instance, if we have quality education problem in MBA then who is responsible to improve it?
who will look after it? who is accountable? except fake evaluation that we always fill and rank each
professor excellent. It is because, if we don't then we will have a tough time (We will be graded F).
5. David is the only person in entire MBA discipline , who is aware of everything. He stood till end and
fought for his right and i appreciate and salute him. Are we going to have professors like we do have
in Kardan, Bakhtar, Mashal? We are studying in an international university, so it is our right to
demand for excellent education? Who will come to Afghanistan, they tried but no one came.
If we make the wrong decision now, not only us but the upcoming juniors will suffer as well, we don't
want you to face such disappointment when you reach to the last semester then you will be
requesting juniors to support you. The world is very small, if it can happen to us then there will be a
day that you will practically experience this.
You can add any input or suggestions to add then please feel free to add and let us know, because
we are going to meet president on Tuesday@ 5:00 PM.
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